A Program of the New York Power Authority
Simplified turnkey solutions for your transition to solar
NYPA simplifies the complex process of going solar. We offer an end-to-end solution—
helping you assess, plan, develop and install solar energy at your site.We can show
you how solar can help meet your energy goals, reduce reliance on the energy grid
and control costs. Our expertise spans on-site solar + storage, community solar
and standalone storage.
As a New York State authority, we can provide you with the best advice about
whether solar will meet your needs. If solar is right for you, we offer turnkey project
management—including developer selection, procurement and contracting
services, equipment installation and more. NYPA also structures each project to
meet your budget needs—and can install solar at no upfront cost—and with no
capital investment.

Benefits of Working with NYPA
• We are your trusted advisor, bringing impartial expertise to help you understand
the best solution for your needs
• We provide turnkey, end-to-end activation every step of the way—from planning
and contracting to installation. We also connect you with the right solar developer
for your project and manage interconnection negotiations
• We can bring you energy savings with no upfront cost, and no capital investment
• We offer expert advice on policy, so you can meet clean energy mandates and
sustainability goals

NYPA—your trusted advisor for solar and storage solutions
Thinking about bringing solar and storage to your site? NYPA is the best partner for
you. Our turnkey solution makes the process of going solar simple, by providing
objective advice and expert knowledge. NYPA helps customers evaluate all their
options to find the best way to reach economic, sustainability and resiliency goals.
Contact us to learn more about how NYPA can help you go solar —
beginning with a free solar consultation.
solar@nypa.gov |

At-a-glance
NYPA has the expertise to help you
evaluate your options for going solar:

•
•
•

On-site solar + storage
Community solar
Standalone storage

We can help you transition to solar:

•
•
•

Free initial consultation
End-to-end services from planning to
installation—to simplify the process
of going solar
Structured to save money with no
upfront investment

For developers, NYPA can match your
project with customers as offtakers

Eligibility
Solar requires a large sun-facing
rooftop or open land. NYPA offers a
free consultation, and can help you
assess the feasibility of your site
for solar

Services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free initial consultation
Cost/benefit analysis
Advisory services (end-to-end)
Site evaluation and feasibility
Planning, scoping and design
Project management and
implementation
Procurement and contracting
Price and interconnection
negotiations
Incentives and rebates
Permitting

nypa.gov/solar

Email: energysolutions@nypa.gov | Website: nypa.gov/services

A Program of the New York Power Authority
The New York Power Authority (NYPA) is a leader in power programs and clean energy solutions. From energy efficiency services and implementation to solar,
energy storage, LED streetlighting, EV infrastructure and digital energy management — NYPA provides turnkey solutions and advisory services for all your
energy and sustainability needs. Through these services and our power programs, NYPA’s experts help you achieve your energy goals and save money.
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